Abstract. It is shown that a compact, simply connected, Lie group G is /»-regular if and only if K0(ÜG, Z/pZ) is a primitively generated polynomial algebra. It is conjectured that this remains true for G a finite, simply connected, associative, //-space.
1. Let G be a simply connected compact Lie group. There are well-known elegant theorems of Atiyah and Hirzebruch (Theorem 4.8 of [2] ) and Hodgkin (Theorem A of [7] ) which describe the Z/2Z-graded complex AT*-theory ring structures K*(BG) and K*(G) and relate them to the representation theory of G. The first is a finitely generated power series ring naturally isomorphic to the completion of the character ring of G with respect to the augmentation topology, the second is an exterior algebra on generators corresponding to the 'basic representations' of G. In contrast, and at first sight rather surprisingly, Clark has shown in [5] that K*(QG) has no such simple description. However K*(QGp) is simpler and can reflect the homotopy of G quite directly. (Gp is the localization of G at the prime p [6] .) We illustrate this by considering Serre's concept of /»-regularity. Recall that G is defined to be/»-regular if Gp is homotopically equivalent to a produce of/»-local spheres (Chapitre 5 of [14] ). The Kumpel-Serre Theorem states that a simple G is /»-regular if and only if p > (dim G/rank G) -1 ( [14] and [10] ). Theorem 1.1. Let G be a simply connected, compact Lie group. Then G is p-regular if and only if Kt(SlG,Z/pZ) is a primitively generated polynomial algebra.
The 'only if part of this result is clear and holds equally for ordinary homology, but the converse is false in the singular theory. The author has tried unsuccessfully to find a proof of this result which does not rely upon the classification of semisimple Lie groups. Now Lin has shown in Theorem 4.1.1 of [12] that the integral homology of the space of based loops on a simply connected finite //-space has no odd torsion. This represents a major step forward in trying to establish analogues of the results of Atiyah, Hirzebruch and Hodgkin mentioned above when G is replaced by a suitable finite //-space (see Theorem 4.6.3 of [12] ). The conjecture of the title is that Theorem 1.1. remains true when G is assumed only to be finite, associative //-space. This is true when p is 2 and Hm(ßG, Z) has no 2-torsion. (The associativity assumption in the conjecture cannot be removed.)
Let Zbea simply connected finite //-space. One can prove that H^(X, Z) has no /Morsion if and only if H^(QX, Z/pZ) is a polynomial algebra on even dimensional generators and (assuming that H^(ßX, Z) has no 2-torsion if p = 2) this is equivalent to the requirement that K+(SIX, Z/p2Z) is a polynomial algebra. Thus the proof of Theorem 1.1 is primarily concerned with the case when H^(X, Z) has no p-torsion. If we assume in addition that H*(X, Q) is a primitively generated exterior algebra, which will be the case if X is homotopy associative, then a necessary (and sufficient) condition that KJßX, Z/pZ) is a primitively generated polynomial algebra is that the Adams operator 4>p: K*(X, Z/p2Z) -+ K*(X, Z/p2Z) is zero. It is this condition which leads the author to the conjecture and which is used to establish it when/? = 2. Theorem 1.1 for Lie groups could be proved by this method but in the interests of brevity we do not follow it in detail.
Conditions sufficient to ensure that X is /»-regular have been given in [11] .
Related work can be found in [15] .
2. The notations used are standard, see [5] or [7] . We must show that if G is not ^-regular, then Kt(QG, Z/pZ) is not a primitively generated polynomial algebra. It is known that H^(ÍIG, Z) is torsion free and is zero in odd dimensions [3] . It has the structure of an associative, commutative, graded Hopf algebra. The corresponding properties therefore hold for K+(SIG, Z). and the cohomology suspensions are isomorphisms in these dimensions. The hypothesis implies that Px on the indecomposable quotient module is nonzero, for P1 of a primitive element is primitive and a nonzero primitive of dimension 2/» + 1 is indecomposable. Thus P ' in the bottom line is nonzero and in dimension two, P ' coincides with iH. The decomposition theorem for simply connected, semisimple Lie groups implies that G is a product of copies of SU(w), Sp(n) and Spin(n) for different values of n and G2, F4, E6, E7 and Es. If we exclude the cases when/» = 2 and G is mod 2 equivalent to a product of Sp(/i)'s, n > 1, and spheres, and when p = 3 and G is mod 3 equivalent to a product of G2's and spheres, the proof of [7] when Ht(G, Z) has /»-torsion.
3. The Runneth formula for Kt(ßG, Z/pZ) implies that to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, it is sufficient to show that neither Kif($lG1, Z/?>Z) nor KJß Sp(w), Z/2Z), for n > 1, is a primitively generated polynomial algebra. This information can be extracted from [5] but we shall give an //-space proof.
In all cases H"(G, Z) has no/»-torsion and so by Theorem 5.14 of is an isomorphism. This is a routine verification with the spectral sequence of [2] , using the fact that there is a commutative square H**(G, Q) X H**(ÜG, Q)
where Qp is the subring of rational numbers with denominators prime to /?. Now consider the Adams operator tpp: K*(G, Qp)^> K*(G, Qp) and recall that ypp(u) = up mod/». Since K*(G, Qp) is an exterior algebra over Qp, there is a well-defined linear map
The definition of a* implies that the following square is commutative:
But \¡f = £K in the bottom line and so by Lemma 2.1 and (3.1), to establish that Ä""(ßG, Z/pZ) is not a primitive polynomial algebra, it is sufficient to check that p~l\¡/p: K~X(G, Z/pZ)^> K~\G, Z/pZ) is nonzero, or equivalently that \¡>p\ K*(G, Qp) -> K*(G, Qp) is nonzero modp2.
Consider first p = 3 and G = G2. We assume only that G is an associative //-space and that H*(G, Z/3Z) » E(x3, *,,), an exterior algebra over Z/3Z on generators of dimensions 3 and 11. (However, this is not a significant generalization. The spaces of rank 2 simply connected finite //-spaces have been classified and our hypotheses imply that any such G is mod 3 equivalent to G2.) We shall use the language of [8] . -+ H2n+2q(BG, Q3) defined by setting Qfx = 2qchn+qJ{x) and 2 S}QJ~l = 0 (0 < / < q) where Sy° is the identity. We now apply Corollary 2.12 and Lemma 2.14 of [8] . In the notation introduced just before these results (1 -kl2)Sfy12 = ksT2(k)S¿yi2 + kl0Tl(k)SJy12 mod 27 where 3 does not divide k. We pass to the quotient ring Hevm(BG, Q3)l{Heven(BG, Q3)}4 and set k = 2. Using the fact that Sfyn = y\2 mod 3, for dimensional reasons it follows that 9y\2 = 21Sy25>12 mod 27.
But 5^12 = °!>'4>'?2 f°r some a E Q3. The cartan formula for S/ implies that S}y4 = 3v12 mod 9 in QH^ea{BG, Q3) and directly from the definitions we deduce that i//3(w4) = 3«12 mod 9 in QK°(BG, Q3). The inclusion SG -^ BG induces an isomorphism QK°{BG, Q3) -> K~\G, Q3) and therefore ^3: K*(G, Q3) -* K*(G, Q3) is not zero mod 9.
There is a similar argument which deals with Sp(«), n > 1 and p = 2. This was hinted at in [9] , although what we require here is much simpler, and so we shall not give the details. Alternatively, the 8 skeleton of Sp(n), n > 1 is S3 U e7 where the 7-cell is attached by w, a generator of ir6(S3) » Z12. Following [1] , but working unstably, one can consider the exact sequence 0^^-'(57)^^-'(53U e7)^¿-'(S3)^0.
Since ec(w) = 6_1, it follows as in §7 of [1] that ^2(w) = 2t> mod 4 in K~l(S3 U e1) where u maps to a generator of K~\S3) and v is the image of a generator of K'^S1). This is sufficient to imply that yp2: K ~ '(Sp(/i)) -» A^_1(Sp(«)) is nonzero mod 4.
